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We discuss a problem which arises in a number of different contexts. The motiva- 
tion we use is largely derived from an approach through stochastic geometry. A 
Poisson process of k-flats in d-dimensional Euclidean space gives rise, by means of 
intersections. to point processes on (d- k)-flats. The question under investigation 
is whether or not these induced processes can be used to recover the original. The 
equivalent cases k = 1 and k = d - 1 have already been discussed and found to yield 
a positive answer. In this work we show that in all other cases the answer is in the 
negative. In addition we consider higher dimensional induced processes. ,i 1990 
Acadenuc Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall be concerned with a certain uniqueness question due to 
Matheron[8, 91. Since the problem arises in a number of different contexts 
we shall attempt to give a brief outline of its origins and subsequent 
development. It first seems to have been discussed by Blaschke [2] from a 
geometrical point of view. He showed that if two 3-dimensional centrally 
symmetric convex bodies have projections of equal areas in all directions 
then the bodies are translates of one another. He actually gave two proofs, 
but in both certain smoothness restrictions were imposed. In any case 
the general result for bodies of arbitrary dsimension was proved by 
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Alexandrov [ 11. This result can be formulated in measure-theoretic terms 
as follows : 
If p is an even signed measure on 52” -’ such that 
11.1) 
for each L’ E R” ‘. then p = 0 
Here, and in the sequel, Q” ’ denotes the unit sphere of E” and (u, c) 
denotes the scalar product of u and I’. Further proofs can be found in [8. 
1 l-1 31. A second geometric interpretation of (1. I ) is that it guarantees the 
uniqueness of generating measures of zonoids and generalized zonoids. 
Details of this and related results can be found in [14, 161. From the 
analytic point of view, an easy application of the Hahn-Banach Theorem 
shows that (1.1 ) is also equivalent to the fact that the space spanned by the 
functions 
is dense in C,,(-QJm ’ ), the space of even continuous functions on Sz” I. This 
observation was used by Choquet [3] to give a proof of ( 1.1). Alexandrov. 
Petty, and Rickert all employed spherical harmonics in their proofs. 
whereas Matheron used the LevyyKhinchin representation of infinitely 
divisible random variables. Further details of the geometric and stochastic 
motivation for this problem can be found in [ 17, IS]. 
A k-dimensional process .Yi in IE”, k E { 1, . . . . ri- 1 ) . is a point process on 
the homogeneous space E;f of k-flats (k-dimensional affne subspaces) in E”; 
this is a random variable with values in the set IU of locally finite collec- 
tions of k-flats. The distribution of X, is a probability measure on miu. Two 
processes with the same distribution are considered equivalent and any 
uniqueness statements concerning processes should be interpreted to mean 
uniqueness up to equivalence. Associated with each k-dimensional process 
is its intensity measure a which is a Bore1 measure on E;f. For each Bore1 
set SC II!:, a(S) is the expected number of k-flats of X1 which are in S. We 
note that equivalent processes have the same intensity measure. X, is a 
Poisson process if it satisfies the following two properties: (a) for each 
Bore1 set S c E%, the random variable # (X, n S) has a Poisson distribu- 
tion; and (b) for disjoint Bore1 sets S,. . . . . S,,, the random variables 
# (X, n S, ), . . . . # (X, n S,, ) are independent. 
We will only consider processes for which the intensity measure is locally 
finite, that is, gives finite measure to compact sets. For each such measure 
there is precisely one Poisson process for which it is the intensity measure. 
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A stationary Poisson process is one for which the intensity measure is 
translation invariant. It is not difficult to see that there is a bijective corre- 
spondence between the locally finite translation invariant measures on E; 
and the finite measures on [If, the Grassmannian of k-dimensional sub- 
spaces of E”. To explain this we let 8: denote the set of ordered pairs 
(q,.u)~[I;‘xE~so that SEAR, the orthogonal complement of II. There is a 
natural bijective correspondence of 8: with E: via the map (q, X) H q + X. 
So, for the time being we will identify IE: with A:. We let n: E:+ 11: be the 
map rr(q, X) = q which sends a k-flat to its parallel subspace, and note that 
For each VE il;l we let I.,,-,(q’; . ) be the (d - k )-dimensional Lebesgue 
measure on q’. Then any finite measure 0 on II; determines a locally finite 
8 on Ef by 
where 5’ is a Bore1 subset of iEi. The translation invariance of 8 follows 
from that of A,-,. Conversely it is easy to recover the measure (3 on [L: 
from the measure I? on E:. We let B$ denote those elements of Ei at 
distance less than one from the origin and denote by wdpfi the (ti- k)- 
dimensional volume of the unit (d- k)-ball . Then 
e(T)=tfJdlh~(B~nn~‘(T)), (1.3) 
where T is a Bore1 subset of k;. The fact that (1.2) inverts (1.3) follows 
from the characteristic properties of Lebesgue measure. For future reference 
we note that 
We now consider the point processes induced by X, on (d- k )-flats. For 
almost all yi E iE:i k, 8 n Xk is a point process in 6. It follows from the 
stationarity of X, that this latter process depends only on q, the subspace 
parallel to ij. Using the stationarity of X, for a second time we see that the 
intensity measure of q n Xk is a multiple f(q) of (d- k)-dimensional 
Lebesgue measure on q. So this gives rise to a function f on e: k. As 
Matheron [9] points out, this function is related to the intensity measure 
8 of X,. To derive this relationship we assume initially that X, constitutes 
a process of parallel k-flats, then B is an atomic measure concentrated on 
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the parallel <,> E IL;. We denote by rlo E L:$ I, the orthogonal complement of 
<,, and by n,,,, the orthogonal projection onto ‘lo. Now assume VE lE:j x 
and that S is a Bore1 subset of ~1. Then the expected number of points of 
A’, n ‘1 in S is the same as the expected number of points of tlo n X, in 
Z7,1,1(S). But the latter is 
So. in this case, the associated function ,f’is given by 
where 1 (v, tIo>)/ is the absolute value of the determinant of the projection 
of ~ onto rIo, if this projection is surjective , and I( ,I. tlo) / = 0 otherwise. It 
follows by a standard argument that. in general 
In fact, as explained in [IS], ( 1.4) holds for processes which are not 
Poisson. The most general form of (1.4) was established by Zahle [ 191 
who worked in the context of Hausdorff rectifiable sets. 
Matheron’s question asks whether the original process X/, is uniquely 
determined by the induced process on (cl- h-)-flats. In view of ( 1.4) we 
see that this is equivalent to asking whether the measure 0 is uniquely 
determined by the function ,f: Comparison of (1.1) and ( 1.4) shows the 
relationship between the problems discussed earlier and this stochastic 
problem. In the case X- = 1, or equivalently li = d- 1. Matheron [S, 93 gave 
an affirmative answer to the question and conjectured that uniqueness 
holds in all cases. The inversion of ( I .4) is important for processes of fibres 
and sheets where the uniqueness result of Matheron has frequently been 
used, see 1181 for further details. 
Our main result will show that Matheron’s conjecture is false. In fact, we 
will see that it is only in the cases dealt with the Matheron that uniqueness 
holds. Most of the work is concerned with constructing a counterexample 
in the case of processes of z-flats in E’, from this we are able to use 
geometric arguments to find counterexamples in all other cases. We will 
also discuss more general settings where the induced processes are not just 
point processes. 
We are very grateful to Wolfgang Weil for many helpful suggestions 
regarding this work. 
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2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
We shall be considering the vector space of signed Bore1 measures on k; 
of finite total variation. Note that because of the duality between spaces 
and their orthogonal complements k,” is isomorphic to ill: k. Using this 
and (1.4) it is clear that we shall be interested in the subspace Y (k, pi) 
comprising those measures p for which 
In this notation Matheron’s question asks whether Y (k, n) is the trivial 
subspace. Our main result is 
THEOREM 2.1. Ler 2 6 k < d- 2. Then Y ‘(k, d ) is infinite ditnmsional. 
As mentioned in the introduction we shall also consider some extensions 
of this result. Matheron [9] points out that it is natural to consider 
induced processes which are not point processes. For example, in E5 a 
process of 3-flats induces 2-flat processes on almost all members of Ei, so 
one would ask to what extent these determine the original process. Again 
we will show that there is no uniqueness. 
3. THE CASE OF L: 
Let L’: denote the Grassmann manifold of oriented ?-dimensional sub- 
spaces of E4. The reason we deal with the case k: separately arises from the 
identity 
p=Q’xQ’ 2 (3.1) 
and the fact that there is no similar decomposition for the higher order 
Grassmannians. In order to use this decomposition we shall recall briefly 
how it arises, further details can be found in [4]. If 5 E I?: we choose a 
positively oriented orthonormal basis u,, uz of 5. Then < can be identified 
with K, A u? in the second exterior power A’(E”) of iE4. In this fashion we 
see that 2: can be identified with the unit length decomposable vectors of 
A’( E4). Now let 
denote the Hodge star operator: we recall that this associates each member 
of A’( lEJ) with its orthogonal complement. The eigenvalues of * are + 1, 
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+ 1, + 1, ~ 1, - 1, - 1. To describe the corresponding eigenspaces we let 
PI, e2> e3> r, be oriented orthonormal basis of I?. Then put 







e, A e,+e, A e3 e, A q -e, A L'j 
13 = ,- I6 = 
vf2 ,5 c- 
These vectors form an orthonormal basis of A’( IE’). We put 
At(fE”)=span(r,, r2. I~) and A’ (IF) = span(r,. ri, I~). (3.2) 
Then Al(E’) is the + 1 eigenspace of * and A’ (E’) is the - 1 eigenspace. 
We shall let ( , ) also denote the inner product on A’( E’). Gluck and 
Warner [4] show that the condition that <E A’( E’) is decomposable is 




(6 *5> = lK+ll’- Ilk II?. (3.3) 
Also the length lI41l of 5 satisfies 
II ir II ? = II t + II 1 + II c II l. (3.4) 
Combining (3.3) and (3.4) we see that 5 is a unit length decomposable 
vector of l”\‘(E4) if and only if 
Now we denote by Q)( l/d5)(resp. L?l( l/s)) the sphere of radius l/fi 
centered at the origin in the three dimensional space A:(E”) (resp. 
A2 ( E4)). Also if <, ye E /\?( 04) then 
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It now follows that 
Returning to IL4 we see that for <E Sq, and -I: represent the same 
unoriented 2-flat. Thus functions on [14 can be identified with the even 
functions on 2;. Finally we rescale the metric on Q: to obtain the required 
identity (3.1). 
It is clear that the next result will provide a class of counterexamples to 
Matheron’s conjecture in the case of [I;. 
THEOREM 3.1. There is an infinite dimensional suhspace H of 
C(Q’, x Q’ ) such that for all f E V‘ 
(a) .f(-5, -rl)=f(L rl); 
(b) for all (tO.q,,)~SZ) ~52’ 
The proof will involve harmonic analysis on 2: and will be established in 
a series of lemmas. The identity (3.1) is precisely the result which makes 
this analysis possible. 
The connected component of the identity in the isometry group of 
SzlxsZi is 
G= SO(3) x SO(3), 
where SO(k) denotes the special orthogonal group of rotations in lEk. 
Recalling (3.2) we put 0 = (r3. r6) and think of o as the origin of 52) x L?l. 
The isotropy subgroup of G at [i is then seen to be 
K= SO(2) x SO(2). 
Consequently 2; has the realization 
as a homogeneous space. 
There is an action T of G on the space C(Qi) of real-valued continuous 
functions on 2: given by 
(Tg)f: W ++f( S ‘0). (3.6) 
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Our next goal is to decompose C”(ti:) into subspaces which are invariant 
under this action of G. To this end we first parametrize each of the spheres 
SL).Q’.Let 
and 
be given by 
and 
~=;(.~,H)=t:il--i’(cosH~,+sinl~~,)+s~,, (3.7) 
In these coordinates the Riemannian metrics on Q’, and Sz’ are given by 
dd+ =(l -s’) ’ Ll.Y1 + (I - 2) dH2, 
&02 = ( 1 - y) ’ dy + ( 1 - j,‘) # 
The elements of area are given by 
and the LaplaceeBeltrami operators are 
(3.10) 
Next we recall some basic facts regarding harmonic analysis on the 
2-sphere ; details can be found in [7]. If nr = 0, 1. 2, then the space of 
spherical harmonics of degree wr on Q: is 
Q,,(LFJ= jj‘ECL(P+): (d+)J‘$17l(m+ l).f‘=0) 
Each space g,,,(Q) ) is invariant under the natural action of SU( 3) on Q:. 
We let SO(2) be the subgroup of SO(3) leaving I~ fixed and denote by 
@z(Q) ) the subspace of all elements of @,(Q: ) which are invariant under 
the action of X42). We note that, using the coordinates given in (3.7) and 
(3.8), the action of an element g E SO(2) is of the form 
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So Q$,(Qt ) is the set of elements of E,,,(Q) ) which are independent of 8. 
Therefore using Helgason [7, p. 4041 we see that e$JQ) ) is one-dimen- 
sional and is spanned by the Legendre polynomial 
1 d”’ 
P,,,(i(-L 0)) = P,,,(.x) = 2 d.u”’ (-\-’ - 1 Y. (3.12) 
The spaces t5,,,(521) and tE~J&?” ) are defined analogously on Qn’ 
The differential operators A + and A- can also be thought of as 
operators on C’(Q;) = C”(Q’, x SLZ’ ). This follows from the observation 
that if (9, H, J, 4) are coordinates on I$ then the definitions (3.10) and 
(3.11) make sense on St. Decomposing P(L!:) into joint eigenspaces of 
A + and A we get 
Q ,,,. ,, = ;.f~C~(i?;,: A,,f+m(nz+ l),f‘=A~J‘+n(n+ l)f=O). 
Since A + and A commute with the action of G given by (3.6) it is easy 
to verify that each En,,,, is invariant under G. Next we note that 
K = SO(2) x SO(2) comprises those elements of G which fix 0 = (r3, r6) and 
we denote by Ez,,,, those functions in E,,,,,, which are invariant under K. If 
(5,rl)=(r(s,H),rl(?!~~))E9~xn’ 
then the action of (g, /I) E K is of the form 
So, as previously, we deduce that E,*,.,, comprises those members of CF,,n 
which are independent of both 0 and 4. 
It is convenient at this stage to note that 
.f’ECF m.,l*J‘(-5, -~)=(-l)““~f(L~). (3.13) 
So if ?>I + n is even ,f’( <, q) =.f( - 5, -q) and so, in this case, we can view 
~,,I. II as a space of functions on the Grassmann manifold [14 of unoriented 
2-flats. 
LEMMA 3.2. E,*,,,, is one-dimetuional and is spanned by rhe polynomial 
Pw,.,,(5h 01, v( I!, 9)) = P,,(s) P,(y). 
To see this note that (I!;,,, is at least one-dimensional since it clearly 
contains P ,,,,,, On the other hand, if,f(<(s, Q), q( J’. 4)) = g(s, ~a) is in E,*,,, 
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then, for each fixed ~9. the functions F,(.Y) = g(s. J’) is in ET,(L?‘+ ). But the 
latter is spanned by P,,, and so 
g(s, .l,) = h( .l.) P,,,(.u). 
A similar argument will show that II is a multiple of P,, and so we are 
finished. 
The next lemma is the key step in the proof of our theorem. 
LEMMA 3.3. Jf 
“I -I 
i I I.\- + )‘I P,,,(s) P,,( j’) ds cfr = 0 (3.14) 1% I 
We assume there is an .f', E cF,,z,,I and (&,, rl,,) E 52: x Q’ with 
I _ 
! ! f;(S, I/) l(;u. ir>+ (q,,. 17)l di'dq= 1, nz 12 
(3.15) 
and seek a contradiction. To this end. we choose g E G so that 
g ‘(C,,. ‘lo) = (I?. (6) = cr. 
Then the change of variables 
(;. q)+-+ g(<, q) 
in (3.15) gives 
(3.16) 
here,f2 is defined byJ,(i, P/) =f;( g( 5, I!)). Since E,,,,, is invariant under the 
action of G the function .f2 is also in E ,,,.,,. 
Now let (u. 6) E K, then we know that LII? = r3 and hr, = I~ and therefore 
Consequently we substitute this result into (3.16) and then average over K 
to get 
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where 
Again, by the invariance of Em,n under G, the function f3 is in E,,,.,, and it 
is clearly invariant under K. That is f3 E %z,,,. It follows from Lemma 3.2 
that 
forsomecER.Now, by (3.7)and (3.X)wehave (~~,<)=.~and (r6,q)=.r 
and so using (3.9) and in (3.17) we get 
which contradicts (3.14) and so completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.4. [f It?? - 121 3 3 fhrn 
Clearly we may assume, without loss of generality, that n 3 m + 2. Then 
I I 
s 1 
Is + yl P,,,(x) P,,(J) ds d, 
-I -1 
where Q,,, is a polynomial of degree m + 2. So the final integral vanishes 
since the Legendre polynomials are orthogonal and since Q, is a sum of 
Legendre polynomials of degree less than n. Alternatively we could use 
(3.12 ) and integration by parts to get 
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The proof of Theorem 3.1 is now easy to complete. We note that 
if .f E Q,,,.,, where lm - nl 3 3 and 1~ + n is even then by (3.13 ) 
f’( - 5. -11) =.f(t. q). Also Lemmas 3.4 and 3.3 show that (3.5) holds. So 
putting 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
4. THE GENERAL CASE 
Our objective in this section is to prove that, in general, Y ‘(k, ri) is 
infinite dimensional. We have just seen that this is the case for k: and we 
now shall use this result inductively to establish our theorem. This will be 
done by establishing two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.1. [f $ ‘(k. d) is infinite dintensional then so is Y ‘(k. d + 1 ). 
We shall prove this by embedding the lower dimensional measures in the 
higher dimension. We view iEd as a subspace of lE”+ ’ in the usual way. Then 
denoting the Grassmannian of oriented k-dimensional subspaces by Lf we 
have 
Q!;~={~=u,A . r\z~,:~I~~/=land~~,,...,u,~[E~) 
We let q=c, A ... A rl,~2!;t+’ and write, for i = 1, . . . . k, 11, = II, + a,e‘,, , 
where U, E E” and e,, 1 is the unit basis vector of IEd+’ orthogonal to E”. 
Then 
q=u, A ... A u,+ C a,u, A ... Au, , A e,,,, A u,,, A ... bud 
i=l 
If i(q) = 11, A ... A 14~ and < is any element of 2; then 
and i(rl)llli(vl)ll E 2; assuming i(v) #O. 
Now if ,UE Y^(k, d) then it can be thought of as an even measure on 2;. 
We let ii denote the measure on f?:” which is concentrated on S; and 
agrees with p on 2;. Then for any q E S$+ ’ 
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So the map p I-+ i is an injection from Y ‘(k, d) to Y -(k. d+ 1 ) and therefore 
the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 4.2. Y ‘(k, d) = Y ‘(d-k, d). 
This is a fairly obvious consequence of the isomorphism between k;I and 
L:: k. 
The proof of our theorem is now immediate. We showed in Section 3 
that Y ‘(2, 4) is infinite dimensional, so Lemma 4.1 now shows that Y ‘(2, d) 
is infinite dimensional for all n> 3. Lemma 4.2 together with the fact that 
Y ‘(2, 5) is infinite dimensional shows that the same is true of Y ‘(3, 5). But 
then Lemma 4.1 deals with the case of $ ‘(3, d) for all GI> 4. Continuing in 
this fashion completes the proof. 
5. HIGHER DIMENSIONAL INDUCED PROCESSES 
In this section we will work in the more general setting ofj-flat processes 
induced on (d-h- +j)-flats by a k-flat process in E”. We shall therefore 
always assume that 0 6 i < k < cl 
Before proceeding we return to some of the introductory explanations in 
order to see how the original problem generalizes to this new setting. We 
recall that, for our purposes, a process A’, is uniquely determined by its 
intensity measure and subsequently by the associated measure 0 on ki. 
Now f9 is a multiple of a probability measure $ on L;. We will call this 
multiple the density of the process and $ its directional distribution, in 
particular the density of .Yk is just fI(e$). Of course, in the case of point 
processes (k = 0), rl;is trivial and the process is determined by its density. 
So there are (at least) two possible questions to consider in the case of 
higher dimensional induced process. These ask whether the original process 
is determined by the densities of the induced processes or by the intensity 
measures of the induced processes. We shall focus our attention primarily 
on the former, but note that for induced point processes, the questions are 
the same. Our aim now is to consider all possible pairs (.i, k) and 
investigate whether the original process is uniquely determined by the 
densities of those it induces. 
First we note that Matheron’s original result shows that there is unique- 
ness in the equivalent cases j= 0, k = 1 and j= 0, k = pi- 1. Our results 
above show that there is in general no uniqueness in the cases j= 0, 
1 < k < & 1. So for induced point processes the investigations are 
complete. 
Next we consider the cases 1 <,j < k < d- 1. We know from our previous 
results that there are distinct processes X, and Z, of k-flats inducing the 
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same point processes on the members of E: ~A. We will show that if 
5Eymx+, then the j-processes A’, and Z, induced on iF by A’, and Z, have 
the same density. To this end we note that the point processes induced on 
the (n-k)-flats by 1F of X, and Z, are exactly those induced by A’, and Z,. 
So if d,Y and Qz are the measures on L;/ ’ +’ associated with A’, and Z, and 
if p = @,r- 0, we have 
for all FE II;‘+” +‘. (5.1 ) 
Therefore it suffices to show that (5.1) implies p( IL: ’ + ‘) = 0 for then the 
densities H.Y(k: ‘+‘) and O,(Lj’ k+’ ) will be the same. To see this let v 
denote Haar measure on Ilf+k+i and note that the invariance properties of 
v show that 
is independent of E. Combining this with (5.1) and applying Fubini’s 
theorem gives the required result. So we have shown that there is no 
uniqueness in the cases 1 d j < k < d ~ 1. 
It remains to consider the cases 1 d j < d- 1, k = d- 1. Here we will 
show that the original hyperplane process _Y, , is determined by the 
densities of its induced j-processes. 
We assume that A’,- 1 is a hyperplane process with associated measure 
6, on Q!d d , and that ~1 E E;/+ ,. Then the expected number of j-flats of 
q n A’,-~, meeting the set S of j-flats of t/ distance less than one from the 
origin is 
where o,=~.~E4~:(5+.~)nI~nS#jZi1. But if u~!2’ ’ is normal to r 
then 
the length of the projection of u on q. So 
Here we have identified H with its dual measure on the unit sphere. It 
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follows from a remark in the introduction that 8(S) is a constant multiple 
of the density H([i; + ’ ). So our objective is to show that if 
s 4u; ,I) fvdu) = 0 for all n,,~, q E ‘Ly+ , (5.2) 
then 0 is identically zero. 
First we will discuss the case j = d - 2, h = d - 1. If u E Qd ’ is 
orthogonal to q E Lip I then 
4W=Jl-I(w 
and so (5.2) becomes 
jQ,,-, dmfl(du)=O for all UESZ”~‘. (5.3) 
But then using [ 15, Theorem 4.11 we see that 0 = 0, as required. 
Next we deal with the cases 1 < j < d- 2, k = d- 1. Here, for each 
o E QndP ‘, we integrate (5.2) over all ye contained in the space tli orthogonal 
to 2~. The Cauchy-Kubota formulas (see [6, lo], for example) show that 
the integral of 1(zl; q) over all q in u ’ is a multiple of the mean width of 
the projection of u onto u’. Since this is in turn just a multiple of the length 
of this projection, we again obtain (5.3) and deduce that 8 E 0. 
We can summarize these results as follows: 
(1) The densities of induced point processes uniquely determine the 
original k-flat process only in the cases k = 1, d - 1. 
(2) For j 3 1, the densities of induced j-flat processes determine the 
original k-flat process only in the case k = d - 1. 
We conclude this section by noting that hyperplane process are deter- 
mined by the intensity measures of their induced ,j-flat processes but, for 
1 < k < d- 1, k-flat processes are not necessarily determined by the inten- 
sity measures of their induced line processes. The former observation is an 
immediate consequence of 2 above. To see the latter we let X, and Y, be 
distinct processes of k-flats which induce the same point processes on all 
members of L;-,+,. For each j=O,..., k-l and each FEIL~~/,+, we 
denote by X,(F) and Y,(F) the processes induced on F by X, and Y,. Then 
we know that X,(F)= Y,(F) for all FE L:-,. We note that if GE [L:- k+l 
then X,(G) induces X,(F) on any FE L;- /i with Fc G. So Matheron’s 
results show that X,(G) is uniquely determined by all these X,(F). Hence 
X,(G)= Y,(G) for all GE[L~~~+,, as claimed. In these cases 1 < k < d- 1 
and 1 < j < k it remains to be decided whether k-flat processes are uniquely 
determined by the intensity measures of their induced j-flat processes. 
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6. Cowr.urmc; REMARKS 
Our results have a measure-theoretic interpretation in the case of higher 
dimensional induced processes, analogous to (1.4). To explain this we need 
to introduce some more notation. We assume that <E kf and <E k:: k t, 
and 
dim(<n<I=i. 
Let u,, . . . . II, be an orthonormal basis of < n <. First extend this basis to an 
orthonormal basis of < and then to a basis of I. This introduces vectors 
1 , . . . . . l’h ~, and ii’,, . . . . n‘,, h. We denote by [<. i] the volume of the 
parallelotope generated by the vectors II, , . . . . u,, c, . . . . . I’~ ,, IV, , . . . . n‘<, i 
This is a generalization of the scalar product ( , ) since if i= 0 we have 
[<. i] = / (<, <‘)I. If -Yk is a k-flat process with associated measure H on [I;i 
(see Section 2) then the densities of the induced i-flat processes give rise to 
a function ,f’ which is related to 0 by 
This formula is a special case of results obtained in [ 1 S] alternatively it 
can be established using methods analogous to those we used for (1.4). We 
have shown that, for i> I. the only case where {‘determines 0 is the case 
k = d- I. Consequently functions of the form 
do not span a dense subspace of C( k;‘) except when k = rl- 1. These func- 
tions occur frequently in geometric formulas especially those of integral 
geometry, see [S, 181. for example. They are in fact just special mixed 
volumes and occur in integral representations of mixed volumes of 
centrally symmetric bodies. 
Closer analysis of our arguments in Section 5 shows that if II is a 
measure on ky for which 
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Consequently any function of the form (6.1) can be approximated by linear 
combinations of functions of the form 
We can also reformulate the open questions mentioned at the end of 
Section 5 using this notation. In order for a k-flat process with associated 
measure 8 on L;I to be determined by the intensity measures of its induced 
j-flat processes it is necessary and sufficient to show that if 
<I Y ‘I for allgEC(L,)and all <EL~,~~+, then 0 is identically zero (see [9, p. 743 
for details). This remains unknown in the cases 1 < k < d - 1 and 1 < j < k. 
Finally we make some comments about extensions to more general 
processes. It is clear that the results we have obtained are really uniqueness 
results for intensity measures of processes. For our purposes the only virtue 
of Poisson processes is that their distributions are uniquely determined by 
their intensity measures. In general a point process is said to be stationary 
if its distribution is translation invariant. This implies that the intensity 
measure is also translation invariant but the converse, whilst true for 
Poisson processes, is not true in general. Consequently an arbitrary process 
is called weakly stationary if its intensity measure is translation invariant. 
In view of this our results have interpretations in the case of weakly 
stationary processes to the extent that they relate to uniqueness problems 
for intensity measures of such processes. 
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